Selected new results from the H1 and ZEUS collaborations on ep interactions at 300 -318 GeV centreof-mass energy are presented. The full pre-upgrade integrated luminosity of HERA of 110 pb −1 is used. Charm cross sections are measured up to high values of x B and Q 2 and are found to be well described by NLO QCD in the 3 flavour scheme. Orbitally excited D mesons are observed; radial excitations are searched for, but are not seen. The first b cross section measurement is confirmed with a lifetime based method, establishing the excess over NLO QCD.
Charm
Thanks to the excellent HERA performance the available statistics has strongly increased. ZEUS now has a signal of 27,000 D * decays in the "golden" mode D
This wealth of data (similarly at hand for H1) allows perturbative QCD to be tested with charm production data in an extended kinematic range and opens the possibility for charm spectroscopy at HERA.
In QCD, heavy quark production in ep interactions predominantly proceeds via boson gluon fusion (BGF), where a quark antiquark pair is created in the interaction of a photon with a gluon in the proton (3 Flavour scheme). At four-momentum transfers much higher than the charm quark mass, Q 2 ≫ m 2 c , such a description becomes inaccurate, and a treatment in terms of charm densities in the proton may be more adequate.
The single-differential D * cross sections measured in deep inelastic scattering (DIS) by ZEUS 1 as a function of Bjorken-x and Q 2 now cover a range up to x B ≃ 0.1 and Q 2 ≃ 1000 GeV 2 . (Fig. 1 ) They are compared with NLO QCD calculations in the 3 Flavour scheme 2 , which use as input gluon densities from global fits 3 or a parameterization extracted from scaling violations of the proton structure function F 2 , measured at HERA. Good agreement is seen, showing that the BGF picture provides an overall con- (Fig. 3) , so that an upper limit is quoted:
which indicates that the search has a sensitivity corresponding to about the size of the claimed DELPHI signal. Since at HERA almost all charmed mesons originate from prompt charm production, and feed-down from beauty can be neglected, a rather tight limit on D * ′± production in charm fragmentation can be set (at 95% C.L.): 
Beauty
Beauty production at HERA is suppressed with respect to charm by two orders of magnitude. The measurements so far rely on inclusive semi-leptonic decays, using as signature the high mass of the b quark by observing the transverse momentum p rel T of the lepton relative to a jet, and also its long lifetime by observing tracks from secondary vertices. The first measurement by H1 7 , using the p rel T method, revealed a b photoproduction cross section almost a factor of 2 above theoretical prediction 8 (Fig. 4) . The new H1 measurement 9 also uses photoproduction dijet events, where now at least one muon is measured in the two-layer silicon vertex detector. The signed impact parameter δ is determined in the plane transverse to the beam, axis, and the distribution is decomposed by a maximum likelihood fit which adjusts the relative contributions from beauty, charm and fake muons to the sample (Fig. 5) . The fit describes the data well and translates into a b cross section that, using an independent signature and new data, confirms the published result, based on 1996 data and a different set of cuts. The δ spectrum for a sample with higher b purity, obtained by a cut p rel T > 2 GeV (Fig. 6 ) agrees well with the prediction from the δ fit to the full sample. Since the two observables are consistent, they can be combined in a likelihood fit of the twodimensional (δ, p rel T ) distribution. The result, averaged with the published number, is
• . This is higher than the NLO QCD prediction of (104 ± 17) pb based on 8 . Such a discrepancy between experiment and NLO QCD is now established in both ep andpp interactions. Muons / 50 µm Figure 6 . Impact parameter distribution for muons with p rel T > 2 GeV. with the absolute prediction from the fit to the full sample.
